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In a misguided attempt to be scientific, social work has adopted an outmoded, overly
restrictive paradigm of research. Methodological rather than substantive requirements determine the subject matter to be studied. As a result, important questions
and valuable data go unresearched. The assumptions and postulates of this prevailing
"scientific" model of research and evaluation are examined; their roots in the logical
empiricist tradition are described; criticisms of these assumptions are discussed; and
alternative, less restrictive approaches to research are suggested.

Over the last three decades the profession of social work has increasingly declared its traditional model of research to be insufficiently
scientific and has replaced it with discrete canons of scientific acceptability, which are used to evaluate service models and research findings.'
Although the assumptions underlying these changed criteria for service models and research have been abandoned by most philosophers
of science, they are rarely examined or criticized in the social work
literature.2 This paper examines the major assumptions of the prevailing "scientific" model of research and evaluation, describes their roots
in the logical empiricist3 tradition, presents some of the criticisms of
these assumptions which have been advanced by philosophers of science, and suggests an alternative approach to the design and evaluation of social work research.
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Because the requirements of logical empiricism have been used
prescriptively to limit the permissible range of research questions and
data and to define service effectiveness, the issue of their validity is
crucial for social work and the social sciences in general. Winifred
Chambers describes "the hold of some of the more positivistic demands
on the social sciences" and concludes, "While some social scientists have
tended to give up hopes of being scientific in the face of these strictures,
others have gravitated toward statistics, extreme behaviorism, and
purely descriptive studies in an unquestioning effort to meet the rigor
and precision of [logical empiricist] standards for a science-at the
expense, frequently, of simplifying the issues or narrowing the range
of significant inquiries."4 In his 1975 presidential address to the American Sociological Association, Lewis Coser warns that "preoccupation
with method largely has led to neglect of significance and substance.
And yet, our discipline will be judged in the last analysis on the basis of
the substantive

enlightenment

which it is able to supply

....

If we

neglect that major task, if we refuse the challenge to answer these
questions, we shall forfeit our birthright and degenerate into congeries
of rival sects and specialized researchers who will learn more and more
about less and less."5
Social work has yet to begin the critical examination of logical empiricist assumptions and methodology which is increasingly found in
the literature of psychology and sociology.6 One prevalent assumption
is that certain methods of data gathering are "objective," that is, distortion free, and therefore able to generate data which accurately reflect
reality. For example, tape recorders, videotapes, and observers not
involved in the planning of research or the execution of treatment are
often asserted to yield value-neutral, generally truthful data about
social interactions. William Reid, for example, says that "the trend
toward greater use of direct and electronic observation of program
operations, such as individual and group counseling services, can be
expected to continue, in response to the need for the most accurate
data possible. Most researchers have regarded with skepticism practitioners' records of program events, but until recently little else was
available."7 In this model, data must be observable in certain restricted
ways, specifically, they must be converted to measurable form.' Behind
the requirement of quantification lies the more fundamental assumption that observed and theoretical entities can and should be sharply
distinguished. In an article proposing "Criteria for Evaluating Research," Harris Goldstein instructs the reader to "note whether or not
the researcher has clearly separated his theoretical concepts from his
empirical ones and whether or not he has indicated directly which are
which."9 Similarly, in an article setting forth "Principles of Measurement," Kogan asserts that "the researcher shuttles between the real
world and the world of concepts. The real world provides his empirical
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evidence, the world of concepts a scheme or map for 'making sense' out
of the portion of the real world which he is seeking to account for,
explain, or predict. The conceptual scheme or map is known as a
theoretical model."10
According to the prevailing model of social work research, data
which are assumed to be "empirical" or "objective," that is, thought
both to mirror reality and to appear similar to all normal people,
straightforwardly "ground" theoretical constructs in reality." In consequence, atheoretical research is said to be both possible and desirable.
For example, in an article on "Evaluating One's Own Effectiveness and
Efficiency," Bloom and Block say, "In the approaching era of ecumenical therapeutic practices, it would seem preferable to have a theoryfree measurement procedure. All practitioners, regardless of their
theoretical orientation or the specific techniques they use, require
objective evaluation to help them attain the goal of their intervention,
however defined."12 In her study of social work outcome research,
Katherine Wood asserts that practitioners who bring a preexisting
theoretical orientation to their work are unethical: "The worker may
not, professionally or ethically, force the data into a preconceived
theoretical orientation focused on only one of the [intrapersonal, interpersonal or systems] dimensions-as the researchers and practitioners in many of the studies appear to have done."'3 Wood does not,
however, discuss the effects on research and practice of the unquestioned adherence to a rigidly controlling methodology.
A related postulate is that, although research cannot proceed without an attempt to organize these "empirical" data into concepts, these
concepts are meaningless unless their direct link to the data from which
they derive can be manifested by specific operations or measurements.
The very meaning of the concepts is often thought to be synonymous
with these operations. According to this postulate, theories and concepts which do not lend themselves to definition by measurement
operations cannot be studied fruitfully. Kogan, for example, says that
if a theoretical model is to be useful, "there is the necessity of specifying
rules connecting at least some part of the conceptual system with the
world of reality.""14
Goldstein posits that "scientific methods indicate a
for
preference
concepts which can be defined operationally."'5 This
that
concepts be definable by quantitative measurement
requirement
has
operations
significantly restricted the scope and nature of the
studied
in current social work research. For example, broad
questions
treatment and program goals have been criticized as hard to define
operationally and, therefore, deemed inferior or unacceptable-an
example of the use of methodology to beg a substantive question.16
In addition to the assumptions of the unproblematic nature of observation and the need to define concepts in terms of these "realitybased" perceptions, a third important assumption is that good science
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inherently involves predictions.'7 Norman Polansky, for example, says,
"The whole aim of research in the profession, therefore, is to improve
our feeble ability to predict the course of events. Our concern is with
knowledge for use; foresight is crucial to effective practice. It is no
wonder that successful prediction is the major criterion of whether a
law one thinks he has discovered is 'valid.' This is as true for science in
general as it is for each profession.""8 Edward Mullen asserts that
prediction is even more important than explanation. He criticizes social
work practice models for having "too often elevated the goal of explanation over the goal of prediction" and says that, given the imperfect
state of our knowledge, we should choose models "that have a good
probability of guiding us toward predictable results with our clients,
even though these models may not be very satisfying when it comes to
understanding causation or the complexities of the interactions we are
working with."'9
Thus the prevailing model of social work research posits a hierarchy
of research designs which runs the gamut from least to most scientific
and is ordered by the extent to which the criterion of prediction and its
concomitant requirements--such as experimental manipulation, control groups, and
satisfied. As a result, ex post facto
randomization--are
research is considered
less rigorous than a "true" experimental design
and is relegated to exploratory endeavors.20 Similarly, studies in which
the experimental variable cannot be manipulated for other reasons,
such as ethical considerations, are not considered good science. The
social work research literature is replete with statements to this effect.
As early as 1950, Blenkner said that without prediction and experimental manipulation, "nothing is really established except that one has
done a more or less adequate job of describing one's sample."21
The problem is not that these assumptions about what constitutes
good science and hence good social work research never lead to useful
knowledge, but, rather, that they are used normatively, rather than
descriptively, to prescribe some research methodologies and proscribe
others. An example is Reid's prescription for "empirical" models of
practice, that is, "models whose general development and case applications are substantially based on 'hard' data, such as measurements of
observed behavior .... An essential characteristic of these models is
their emphasis on phenomena that can be observed and specified with
considerable objectivity and precision."22Reid's requirement that these
models be "testable" makes normative the assumptions of value-free
data, operational definitions to connect these data to conceptualizations, and prediction as equivalent to explanation. He describes "testable models" as those "whose targets for change, interventions and
outcomes can be operationalized in terms of indicators that can be
reliably and validly measured. Such models should also incorporate
procedures for obtaining accurate data. To facilitate an understanding
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of the connection between input and outcome, practitioners' activities
must be capable of producing some change within a limited period of
time."'23The prescriptive nature of current social work conceptualizations of science is exemplified by Reid's suggestion that, rather than
have practice determine the form of scientific inquiry, the demands
of science, as he perceives them, should determine the nature of
practice: "In short, testability should be made an important criterion in
determining what social workers should do. Practitioners have always
taken the position that the requirements of science should be adapted
to existing forms of practice, no matter how difficult it might be to
apply scientific methods to the study and improvement of that practice.
The author is suggesting that this position be reversed and that service
models be adapted to scientific requirements wherever feasible."24

Logical Empiricism
The conceptualizations of science which shape the prevailing model of
social work research derive most directly from the logical empiricist
philosophy of science, which flowered in Vienna in the 1920s and was
most in vogue between 1920 and the mid-1950s.25 The logical empiricists participated in the quest for certainty that characterizes much
early twentieth-century philosophy.26 They hoped to establish epistemological guarantees for science in order to ensure that scientific
findings would reflect a reality uncolored by the preconceptions or
biases of the human mind."7A cornerstone of this effort was the logical
empiricists' mistrust of theory and their belief that perceptions of the
observable properties of material things were incontrovertible because
they directly mirrored reality. Theoretical concepts were considered
meaningless unless they were connected to physical observations by
logical structures; these structures were understood to be truth preserving, that is, they organized experience without adding to it. Thus
the only meaningful statements were either observational or logical. All
other propositions, for example, propositions about hidden causes of
observables, were considered metaphysical and, therefore, meaningless. From this point of view theories are nothing more than abbreviations for physical observations.
From these epistemological assumptions the logical empiricists derived a number of prescriptions for meaningful scientific inquiry. The
most important of these will be summarized briefly.
Correspondencerules (operational definitions).-Because of the belief
that, in order to preserve the truth inherent in physical observations,
concepts and definitions (theory) must be tied to these observations by
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logical operations, the logical empiricists embraced Percy Bridgman's
correspondence rules. In 1927 in TheLogic of ModernPhysicsBridgman
said, "Theconceptis synonymouswith the correspondingset of operations."28
Thus operational definitions had three functions in the logical empiricist program: (1) They were thought to define theoretical terms in a
truth preserving way by combining observations and logical (mathematical) manipulations; (2) therefore, they were supposed to guarantee
the meaningfulness of theoretical terms, and (3) they specified the admissible experimental procedures for applying a theory to phenomena.29
The symmetrythesis.--The symmetry thesis asserted that explanation
and prediction were formally the same. A scientific explanation was the
prediction (deduction) of an event from applicable hypotheses (general laws) plus specific experimental (initial) conditions. The predicted
event was thus supposed to be the conclusion of a deductive argument
of the syllogistic form: (1) If X (initial conditions), then Y (event to be
predicted); (2) X is present; (3) therefore Y (the predicted event) must
occur. In a later development, statistics were used to show that, although it might not be possible to demonstrate that an event was
necessitated by deductive logic, it could be shown to be highly probable.30
The requirement that a hypothesis be "testable"by controlled experiment is merely a statement of the viewpoint that any valuable explanation is in the form of a prediction. The insistence that prediction is
the only valid type of explanation assumes, of course, that the universe
is governed by causality, that is, that a state is methodologically necessitated by former states and that this necessity is made possible by a law of
nature.31
The businessof science is thejustification, not the discovery,of theories.The logical empiricists argued that scientific logic was deductive logic
because deductive logic preserved truth. The only nondeductive part
of the scientific enterprise was supposed to be the discovery of
hypotheses, which was not considered a process of logic but of
psychological creativity. The business of science was to justify theories
(test hypotheses by prediction), not discover them; logical empiricists
considered the context in which those hypotheses were generated
irrelevant. As Carl Hempel, an early member of the Vienna Circle,
said, "Although no restrictions are imposed upon the invention of
theories, scientific objectivity is safeguarded by making their acceptance dependent upon the outcome of careful tests. These consist in
deriving, from the theory, consequences that admit of observational
or experimental investigation, and then checking them by suitable
observations or experiments."32 The emphasis on science as an enterprise of justification had some important consequences. In the first
place, the result of the logical empiricists' exclusive focus on the
justification rather than the discovery of theories was that their
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philosophy of science was normative and prescriptive. It legislated
standards for good science which were not and are not met by ongoing scientific work. These standards have been used to criticize practicing scientists rather than to describe actual scientific practice. Second, the history of science was ignored by the logical empiricists, who
thought that, because there could be no logic of discovery, the processes by which science advances are the province of the psychologist and
the sociologist rather than the philosopher of science.33
Reductionism.--If the logic of science is deductive and if theories are
merely abbreviations for observations, it follows that complex theories
should reduce into simpler ones that are closer to basic observations.
William Wimsatt defines the logical empiricist postulate of reductionism as the belief that upper-level (more complex) entities, properties, theories, and laws must be deducible in terms of the properties,
laws, and relations of the lower-level (less complex) theory. Upper-level
entities are thus seen as "nothing more than" collections of lower-level
entities, and upper-level laws and causal relations are understood as
"nothing more than" abbreviations for and results of lower-level laws
and causal relationships.34 The belief that social work models can and
should be reduced to simplified, quantified, time-limited, experimentally "testable" models without any loss of valuable information is an
example of the influence of the logical empiricist belief in reductionism
on social work research.

Criticisms of Logical Empiricism
Although the social work research literature continues generally to
embrace logical empiricist assumptions and postulates, philosophers of
science have long abandoned them as universal principles. Frederick
Suppe, who moderated a major conference on the philosophy of science and logical empiricism, concludes,
Considerthe classicalphilosophicaltheses that an absolutecausal accountcan
be given of phenomena, that ultimate laws of a deterministic sort can be
gleaned from naturalphenomena, and that some rockbedof perceptualcertainty is necessary to gain a firm knowledge of the world. All three of these
theses are false and hopelesslyout of date in termsof the kinds of theories now
coming to dominate science. .... It is from ancient antecedentsin religion and
philosophy,not from ordinaryexperience, that these fallaciousdoctrineshave
been drawn and have received sanction for so long a time.35
Similarly, Wimsatt says, "Many of the philosophical assumptions on
which the emphasis on statistical and quantitative methodology have
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been based have been challenged and often given up by many recent
philosophers of science. These challenges do not deny the usefulness
of such approaches, or even their necessity to answer some kinds of
questions, but rather challenge the idea that any useful research must
conform to these methodological constraints.""36
Criticismsof the theory-observationdistinction.-The logical empiricist
attempt to guarantee the truthfulness of science by positing a sharp
distinction between theory and observation and taking physical observations to be unimpeachable representations of reality has been attacked by most contemporary philosophers of science (and even abandoned by one of the architects of logical empiricism, Carl Hempel).
The most common argument against the existence of inherently truthful observations is that there can be no direct or untainted perceptions
because all observation is shaped by theory."37The weltanschauung
philosophers of science38 argue that all science proceeds from one's
world view and, therefore, "one's knowledge and beliefs may influence
what facts one is able to determine observationally. Persons accepting
different theories for a given range of phenomena thus may be able to
observe different facts, and so may disagree on what the facts are which
a theory must accommodate."" People holding different theories
about the same object do not even see the same thing. Norwood
Hanson suggests that at dawn Tycho Brahe would believe the sun rose
and Kepler would think the earth moved so the sun came into view. If
perception is theory dependent, observation is not epistemologically
"safe." As David Hull points out, "No 'fact' is sufficiently brute and
pristine to be infallibly insulated against the possibility of error. For
example, no observation seemed more direct and free from interference than the observation that the earth did not move."40 Anthropologists and psychologists call the belief in the validity of sense
data "phenomenal absolutism," which they define as "one ubiquitous
and misleading attribute of naive conscious experience, namely, that
the world is as it appears,"41either to the unaided human perceptual
apparatus or through the most elaborate of instruments. Optical "illusions" are cited as proof that the experiences of objectivity and certainty which accompany visual perception are often misleading and
also give no clues to the inferences on which they rest.42 Anthropologists, linguists, and psychologists have documented cultural differences in perception.43 Also, studies have shown that when people
blind since birth have their sight restored as adults, they cannot comprehend but must learn to interpret visual stimuli.44
The logical empiricists postulated that theory and observation could
be sharply differentiated, but philosophers now argue that this distinction, too, is theory dependent and untenable. For example, the observation language of one epoch of physics is the theoretical language of
another: Rigid bodies are observable entities in classical physics and
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theoretical entities in relativity theory. Subjective states are observable
entities to psychodynamically oriented investigators and theoretical
(even metaphysical) entities to methodological behaviorists. Furthermore, theory determines what is to count as an instrument of observation, and, as new instruments of observation are acknowledged or old
ones are discarded, the categories of observation and inference expand
and contract accordingly. Jerry Fodor says,
The line between observed and inferred entities is just as hard to draw as the
line betweenobservationand inference. It is, indeed, the same line. I think that
there is a strong temptation to say that the larger viruses are not inferred
entities any more--specificallybecause of the electron microscope. Yet it is
possibleto maintainthat the argumentfrom shadowson the plate to viruseson
the slide is fully as complex as the argument from spectroscopicresults to
vegetation on Mars. What we decide to call an observationis in part determined by what we feel comfortable about calling an instrument of observation.45

Some psychologists and social workers reject empathy as a valid
instrument of observation, while other investigators in their fields
argue that empathy yields important and reliable information.
In modern physics, as the physicist-philosopher David Bohm emphasizes, even the distinction between instrument and observed entity
is problematic: "The 'quantum' context calls for a new kind of description which does not make use of the potential or actual separability of
'observed object' and 'observing apparatus.' Instead, the form of the
experimental conditions and the content of the experimental results
have now to be one whole, in which analysis into disjoint elements is not
relevant."46 An eminent contemporary physicist, Arthur Eddington,
concludes, "We have found that where science has progressed the
farthest, the mind has but regained from nature that which the mind
has put into nature. We have found a strange footprint on the shores of
the unknown. We have devised profound theories, one after another,
to account for its origin. At last we have succeeded in reconstructing the
creature that made the footprint. And Lo! It is our own."47
One implication for the social sciences is that sharp distinctions
between data and data gatherer may be impossible. As psychologists
are beginning to recognize, participant observers in the field are not
inherently any more unreliable than "disinterested" researchers in the
laboratory.48 The question becomes which kind of observer will produce more fruitful information about a particular problem or theory.
The abandonment of the assumptions (1) of the unimpeachability of
physical observations, (2) of a sharp distinction between theory and
observation, and (3) of a sharp distinction between observer and observed has far-reaching consequences for the prevailing model of
social work research. In an ironic attempt to make social work research
more scientifically acceptable, many authors have unquestioningly em-
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braced as doctrine presuppositions that the "hard"sciences abandoned
years before. For example, it has been clear since 1927 that quantum
theory cannot be understood in terms of observable entities.49
Social work's attempt to establish a dichotomy between values and
knowledge, between what William Gordon calls a picture of the world
"as it is," "derived from the most rigorous interpretation [one] is
capable of giving to the most objective sense data he is able to obtain,"
and a picture of the world as we "wish or fantasy or prefer it to be"50is
based on the now discredited belief that certain sense data are epistemologically privileged. Contemporary philosophers see values, or
subjective responses to events, as an inherent part of knowing or
science. If what the logical empiricists call facts are reports rather than
direct representations of physiological experiences,51 then "objectivity"
can be seen to be a particular species of report or viewpoint in which the
observer is regarded as a constant. The "objective researcher" is thus as
much a fiction as is value-free knowledge. Electronic and similar observational means accomplish a high level of reproducibility, but this is not
equivalent to truth. It is frequently asserted that verification of factual
assertion rests on a high degree of observer consensuality, but, as
Edward Bixenstein points out, "This is tautological if verity is a matter
of what humans are persuaded, and does not inhere in events."52Thus
replication is not the safeguard many authors have supposed, particularly in the usual case in which the replicators have the same expertise
and interests. Robert Rosenthal, a psychologist who has done pioneering studies of the biases inherent in the experimental method, says,
"Within any area of behavioral research the experimenters come precorrelated by virtue of their common interests and any associated
characteristics. Immediately, then, there is a limit placed on the degree
of independence we may expect from workers or replicators in a
common vineyard."13 A contemporary definition of objectivity is
suggested by Paul Schmidt, who says, "Relative to some chosen frame
of reference identical empirical descriptions will be given by trained
scientists.... Objectivity does not refer to how nature really is but to
how scientists find it in a given context.""4
The "objective" recording of behavior is a convention in which not
only is the researcher regarded as a constant, but also the subject matter
and the method of investigation are seen as separate. However, social
facilitation researchers like Gadlin and Ingle have found that "the
experimenter, whether physically present or electronically represented, functions as an audience (spectator) who influences the behavior of his or her subject in ways that extend well beyond the structure of the experiment and the manipulation of variables.'"5 Other
sources of experimenter effects include biosocial characteristics (such
as age, sex, or race), attributes (such as anxiety, hostility, warmth, and
status) and the experimenter's expectation (hypothesis). For example,
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one study demonstrated the power of experimenter expectation by
presenting subjects with nonsensical geometric figures to which "correct" and "incorrect" labels had randomly been assigned. Experimenters had the key but were warned not to let this influence their presentation. To a significant degree the subjects chose the items marked
"correct" on the key.56
If the convention of assigning the researcher a constant function is
misunderstood as reality, not only will significant bias go unnoticed, but
a fruitful source of knowledge, the inevitable interaction between
researcher and client, will go unstudied."57
Criticismsof operationalism.-The logical empiricists thought that the
primary function of operational definitions was to connect observed
and conceptualized (inferred) entities so as to guarantee that concepts
preserved the truth inherent in physical observation.58 Therefore, the
entire rationale for defining concepts operationally falls with the abandonment of the belief in theory-free and value-free observation. In
addition, philosophers have leveled other, more specific criticisms
against the requirement of operationalism. If, as Bridgman said, "the
the
concept is synonymous with the corresponding set of operations,'""59
number of concepts is multiplied beyond all reason. We certainly do
not want to say that weight is one concept when measured with a
balance scale and another when measured with a spring scale.60Also, it
takes theory to decide when an operation is the same and when it is not:
Is an IQ test taken with 200 people the same operation as one taken by
oneself with an examiner? Ned Block and Gerald Dworkin explain that
"operationalism goes wrong in construing as a linguistic stipulation a
theoretic inference that a particular interaction between a thing and a
device is a measurement."61
Given the impossibility of establishing epistemological guarantees
for science, the restrictions required by operationalism guarantee
nothing and proscribe much potentially fruitful inquiry. As David Hull
puts it, "Operationalism was intended as a cathartic to purge physics of
all non-empirical wastes, but it proved to be so strong that the viscera
were eliminated as well.""62
Criticismsof the symmetrythesis.-Contemporary philosophers have
roundly attacked the logical empiricist doctrine that explanation and
prediction are formally the same and, therefore, that there is no true
scientific explanation without prediction. Jaegwon Kim, Stephen
Toulmin, and others point out that, although prediction and explanation share the same form, they have very different functions: prediction proves the existence of an event, whereas explanation helps us
understand it. Explanation, Toulmin argues, is a much more important scientific undertaking than prediction. Although theories are used
to predict, their main function is to provide explanations of recognized
regularities. Prediction or forecasting "is a craft or technology, an
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application of science rather than the kernel of science itself.""63
were
able
to
certain
natural
events
with
astoundBabylonians
predict
ing accuracy, even though their explanations of these events were
thoroughly inaccurate.64 Also, explanation is more useful than prediction, because only explanation can tell us how to operate under changing conditions.65
One implication of recognizing the different functions of explanation and prediction is that ex post facto designs are no longer deemed
inherently inferior. Many sciences achieve understanding without
prediction or retrodiction. For example, in evolutionary theory the
object of scientific inquiry is not an event (such as the extinction of a
species) but the search for relevant premises. Many scientific explanations inherently lack the power to predict-such as explanations of the
occurrences of earthquakes, the emergence of a new biological species,
or the phenotype of second generation pea plants--but once the event
occurs it can be explained.66 The behavioral sciences are often taken to
task because human behavior does not lend itself to specific predictions. But behavioral science theory may provide valuable explanations
for individual or group behavior without necessarily being able to
predict the exact timing or nature of this behavior.
Another shortcoming of the symmetry thesis is its dependence on an
outmoded notion of causality. In other words, prediction is not
explanatory if the predicted event cannot be shown to be caused by the
experimental conditions. However, neither causality nor noncausality
can ever be proved because we can never be sure we have exhausted all
possible explanations. Henry Margenau describes causality as "a
methodological, nonempirical regulative maxim which belongs to the
metaphysical domain."'67In the eighteenth century, David Hume concluded that causality was a projection of our conditioned expectations,68 and contemporary philosophers like Norwood Hanson agree
that causality, like observation, is theory dependent: "Causes certainly
are connected with effects, but this is because our theories connect
them, not because the world is held together by cosmic glue."69Einstein
wanted to believe that "God does not play dice."70Stephen Hawking,
whose work on black holes has made him one of the most respected
contemporary physicists, asserts that "not only does God throw dice,
He throws them where they cannot be seen."7' Furthermore, prediction is impossible in much of modern physics, a development which has
drastically eroded classic notions of causality. Hanson says that
elementary-particle theory "requires that the nucleus of every unstable
isotope be identical with every other nucleus of that type. . . . But these

nuclei delay in an unpredictable way (another part of the theory requires that); so the decay cannot be conceived of as a caused event. ...
This leads physicists to say unrepentant things about the collapse of the
law of causality in modern science."72 Quantum mechanics thus ele-
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vates chance to the status of a fundamental principle of nature and
introduces a new kind of causality which does not allow the prediction
or entail the predetermination of one event on the basis of another but,
rather, couples probability distributions of whole aggregates of events.
The name of this new relation is stochastic or statistical causality.73
One final criticism of the symmetry thesis is that it does not correspond to the way in which scientific theories actually evolve. For example, if practicing scientists had embraced prediction as the only
adequate form of explanation, Einstein's equation of mass and energy
(E = mc2) would not have been accepted until the atom was split in
1932.74
As the classic notion of causality becomes less and less tenable, logical
empiricists such as Hempel have tried to salvage the symmetry thesis by
demanding that, if an explanation did not necessitate an event, it must
at least predict it with a high degree of probability (usually the probability has to be greater than .95). Wesley Salmon persuasively argues that
since prediction and explanation have different functions, statistical
probability, no matter how high, will not necessarily turn a prediction
into an explanation. Salmon's examples include the highly probable
but nonexplanatory predictions that if we bang pots and pans, the
tigers will stay out of Times Square, and that if a man takes his wife's
birth control pills, he will not become pregnant. He suggests that
statistics be evaluated by the criterion of statistical relevance: "Statistical
explanations need not be regarded as inductive arguments, and . .. a
high probability is not required for a correct statistical explanation. If a
high probability is not the desideratum, what can we offer as a substitute? The answer is statistical relevance. . . . To say that a certain factor
is statistically relevant to the occurrence of an event means, roughly,
that it makes a difference to the probability of that occurrence -that is,
the probability of the event is different in the presence of that factor
than in its absence."75
Criticismsof the emphasis on justification.-Another tenet of logical
empiricism which has been generally abandoned by contemporary
philosophers is that science should be concerned only with thejustification, not the discovery, of theories because there is a logic of verification
but no "logic of discovery." However, the logic of science is not a purely
deductive process in which consequences are deduced from hypotheses and checked against observation. When we assert that observational evidence supports a hypothesis, the hypothesis is a conclusion,
not a premise. As Salmon says, "The inference from observational
evidence to hypothesis is surely not deductive. If this point is not
already obvious it becomes clear the moment we recall that for any
given body of observational data there is, in general, more than one
hypothesis compatible with it."76Thus all scientific activity, including
hypothesis testing, can be shown to embody induction. Induction itself
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is no guarantee of truth, as evidenced by the ever-present possibility
that a counter example will falsify a generalization.
Karl Popper attempts to dispense with the problem of induction by
substituting falsifiability rather than confirmation of hypotheses as a
method of verification that will be entirely deductive. However, deductive inferences are specific and descriptive rather than generalizable, so
that the moment Popper begins to choose between unfalsified hypotheses by turning to evidential corroboration, he necessarily employs
induction rather than deduction. Salmon concludes, "The basic trouble with the hypothetico-deductive inference is that it always leaves us
with an embarrassing superabundance of hypotheses. All of these
hypotheses are equally adequate to the available data from the
standpoint of the pure hypothetico-deductive framework. Each is
confirmed in precisely the same manner by the same evidence."77
Other philosophers attack the assumption that it is possible to make
sharp distinctions between discovery and justification. Brown, for
example, says that "when we credit Galileo or Newton or Einstein or
Bohr with having made scientific discoveries, we only consider those
hypotheses which they had good reasons for entertaining to be discoveries. The context of justification is thus part of the context of
discovery and no sharp line can be drawn between discovery and
justification."78
Criticismsof reductionism.-Wimsatt argues that the logical empiricist
postulate of reductionism not only ignores the scientist as decision
maker and problem solver but also sets in place a series of biases that
are very difficult to detect because they are built into its assumptions.
He identifies what he calls biases of conceptualization, in which the
world is divided into the system being studied and external forces in
accordance with interest, intuition, orjurisdictional criteria (a molecular geneticist is unlikely to consider social forces as part of the subject
matter of his discipline). He says that the impossibility of analyzing
exhaustively or exactly the behavior of the system in its environment
and the consequent need for simplifying assumptions result in biases of
observation and experimental design and also in biases of model building and theory construction. A reductionist is thus led to understand
the behavior of his system in terms of the interaction of its parts as he
conceives them.79 These biases are perpetuated by inertia, perceptual
focus, and perceptual reinforcement. "Inertia" refers to the fact that
some assumptions are so common that they are not examined, particularly because these assumptions are likely to result in increased analytic
tractability.s0 Perceptual focus is described by Wimsatt as follows:
Model-building activity is performed against a background of presumed
mechanismsoperating in the interactionof presumed units. If the presumed
units are very well entrenched in a given area, there is a strong tendency to
describeand to think about even phenomena at other levels of organizationin
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termsof these units. In traditionalevolutionarytheory and even at present, the
most obvious unit is the individual organism-the unit which our everyday
thought and our perceptual apparatus naturally predisposes us to consider .... Consequently,there is a strong tendency to see, and to talk about
ofindividuals,ratherthanasunitaryentities.This
groups of organismsascollections
is true even for colonies of socialinsects,whose interdependenciesextend even
to reproductive specialization,making the metaphor of the colony as an organism perhaps more revealing in evolutionaryterms than the view of it as a
collection of organisms.81
Wimsatt also identifies perceptual reinforcement, the phenomena
that "one bias may act in such a way as to hide the fact that another bias
is a bias, and conversely.""82
The assumption that complex models should be translated into
simpler ones for research purposes is made by social work authors who
propose that complex treatment models and situations can be simplified or reduced to time-limited treatment situations and quantifiable
indicators of complex psychological events without a substantial loss of
information or a significant change in the subject under study. However, as Hanson points out, "Complexity is not confusion. When analysis results in destroying complexity in the name of clearing up confusions, to that extent it destroys the concept in question."83 Wimsatt
concludes, "Now for pragmatic as well as for theoretical reasons, reduction in science is better seen as the attempt to understand the explanatory relations between different levels of phenomena, each of which is
taken seriously in its own right, than as an unending search for firm
foundations at deeper and deeper levels in which, as Roger Sperry so
aptly put it, '. .. eventually everything is explained in terms of essentially nothing.' "8s4
In his 1979 presidential address to the American Association of
Sociologists, H. M. Blalock cautions against "an important kind of
temptation, namely that of substituting relatively simple operational
indicators for theoretical constructs without paying careful attention to
the underlying measurement model and required simplifying assumptions,"85and concludes that "I do not believe we can simultaneously
achieve generality, accuracy, and simplicity. Therefore we must give
up one or another of these desirable characteristics. If we opt for
simplicity, and if social reality is in fact complex, we shall inevitably be
misled.""6
Prescriptionsand proscriptions.-The normative tone of much research
literature derives from the logical empiricist belief that its methodology
could provide a truth guarantee for scientific results and weed out
unscientific (nonwarrantable) results. However, the logical empiricist
model is itself not open to test because, claiming to be prescriptive
rather than descriptive, it disallows actual examples from the history or
current practice of science as falsifying instances of the model. Wimsatt
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argues that "models of scientific activity, even normative ones, should
be subjected to empirical tests like any other scientific hypotheses, in
this case by detailed analysis of cases from the history of science and
from current science."87When this has been done, the logical empiricist
model shows little or no relationship to how scientists actually work.
According to Herbert Simon, concerns with how scientists ought to
proceed are "interesting questions of philosophy, but they turn out to
have relatively little relation to the actual behavior of scientists-and
perhaps less normative value than has been supposed."88 Similarly,
Wimsatt suggests that we must "follow the Kantian maxim: 'Ought
implies can.' "89If a model of scientific endeavor requires computational power far beyond our means, such a model cannot be accepted as
having normative import because it would be irrational to follow it. Any
acceptable normative model must provide a more accurate description
of scientific capability.
In addition, because of the problems with "objectivity" described
above, no single epistemology or methodology can guarantee truth in
science. Michael Scriven insists that "there is no possibility that the
social sciences can be free either of value claims in general or of moral
value claims in particular, and the arguments which suggested that, for
their own good they should be, were themselves metascientific value
claims."90
The social work research literature has generally embraced the prescriptive approach of logical empiricism. Instead of recognizing that
each body of knowledge has its own problems and that a good design
for one is not necessarily the best for another, many social work authors
have prescribed unitary standards for good science.91 This approach
has arguably inhibited social work from developing a discipline-specific
body of knowledge. A similar retardation in theory development has
occurred in sociology92 and, as Jerry Fodor points out, in psychology:
Psychologicalmetatheoryhas remainedseriouslyunderdeveloped.Witha few
importantexceptions, its historyduring the second quarterof this century has
been an attempt to work out a varietyof behaviorismthat would satisfy the

constraints imposed on psychological explanation by an acceptance and application of empiricist (and particularly operationalist) views of general scientific
method. The better known accounts of psychological explanation have thus
often failed to reflect the most important movement in current philosophy of
science: the attempt to determine the consequences of rejecting key features of
the empiricist program .... These have recently come into question among
philosophers of science who have realized that these doctrines are by no means
indispensable to characterizations of scientific explanation and confirmation
and that philosophical accounts that exploit them may in fact seriously distort
the realities of scientfic practice. Yet it is upon precisely these views that much

of the implicitand explicit metatheoryof Americanexperimental psychology
appears to rest.93
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Both the failure of practitioners to utilize research and the tension
between researcher and practitioner, the subject of numerous articles,94are products of this normative approach. Rather than advocate
that research be tailored to actual practice, authors have demanded
"objectivity," "hard" data, time-limited treatment, simplified models,
and predictive designs, with the result that there has in fact developed a
genuine, though unnecessary, conflict between service and research
goals.

Alternatives
Numerous alternatives to the logical empiricist view of science have
been suggested, all of which reject the logical empiricist assumption
that the truthfulness of scientific results can be guaranteed. Consequently, contemporary philosophers concentrate on the practicing
scientist as decision maker and problem solver rather than on the
derivation of absolute prescriptions for all science. Wimsatt says, "We
cannot have an adequate philosophy of science without putting a
realistic model of the scientist as decision maker and problem solver
back into our model of science."95The focus should be functional and
dynamic rather than normative and, as Chambers says, "move away
from the simple question of whether to apply or withhold the term
'scientific' and place it more appropriately on issues as to what kinds of
insight ... sciences can offer us and how their investigations can be
furthered.""96Thus the primary consideration is not whether or to what
extent a theory is correct but whether it is an improvement-not
whether this theory is better confirmed but whether it is better."97
An alternative approach which embraces and accounts for such
complexities has been developed by Herbert Simon, who won a Nobel
Prize for his work. Simon concludes that "scientific discovery is a form
of problem solving,"98and, using computer analogs, he shows that very
few problems of interest to scientists are amenable to formal procedures, that is, to algorithms (ways of systematically finding the solution
that is best or maximal by some criterion).99 He suggests a "principle of
bounded rationality" which asserts that almost all significant problems
are of such complexity that we cannot solve them exactly, and that,
therefore, in order to find workable solutions, we introduce various
simplifying and approximate techniques which he calls "heuristics":100
"Problem-solving searches are selective in that they generally explore
only a miniscule fraction of the total (and usually immense) number of
possibilities. In most cases of interest, the selection of the paths to be
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searched is not governed by foolproof, systematic procedures, but by
rules of thumb we call heuristics."10'Examples of heuristics include the
decisions to employ only data which are quantitatively measurable and
to consider motor behavior superior to verbal behavior as a validating
criterion of constructs.102
Unlike the logical empiricists, Simon includes "unmanageable" problems in his view of science by concluding that they can be resolved even
though they are not formally solvable: "In most problem-solving domains of everyday life, however, and even in many formal ones, like
chess . . a modest number of possible solutions can be considered, and
there is no way of telling whether a given solution is the best, since many
other possibilities must, perforce, go unexamined. In these domains,
human problem solvers and the computer programs that simulate
them do not search for the'best' solution, but for a solution that is 'good
enough' by some criterion. Heuristics that proceed on this basis are
sometimes called 'satisficing' heuristics."103Because the failures and
errors producing any heuristic are not random but systematic, once a
heuristic is understood, it can be made to fail: "Given this knowledge of
the heuristic procedure, we can construct classes of problems for which
it will always fail to produce an answer, or for which it will always
produce the wrong answer. This property of systematic production of
wrong answers will be called the bias(es) of the heuristic."104Modern
philosophers of science recognize that these biases are inevitable and,
consequently, concentrate on reducing rather than eliminating them.
Wimsatt says, "There is no cookbook way of removing, detecting, or
correcting sources of bias. One can lie with statistics as easily (and often,
unfortunately, far more convincingly!) as without them, and major
studies by the best people in the field (whatever the field) still turn up
with their share of flaws. Science cannot be made error-free. The most
we can hope for is the kind of critical interaction among people with
different biases that will make each of us better aware of our own
biases."105
Levins suggests that bias can be reduced by the "search for robust
theorems." To counteract biases in any given model, he proposes
building families of alternative models of a given phenomenon based
on different simplifying assumptions. Because of their different assumptions, these models will produce different consequences and predictions, but there may be consequences which are true for all models.
Levins calls those results that appear independently of the details of
any particular model "robust theorems" and concludes that "our truth
is the intersection of independent lies."106Wimsatt points out that two
disadvantages with Levins's approach to reducing bias are, first, that we
may be in a situation in which not even one model is available, and,
second, when a number of models make a well-disguised assumption, it
is not always possible to tell if models are in fact independent.'07
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Wimsatt suggests that another way of reducing scientific bias is
"multilevel reduction analysis," in which, because the system-environment boundary is changed in going from one level to another, the
biases of the same heuristics will lead to different simplifications when
applied to a system at different levels of abstraction and organization.108For example, in the kind of "objective" data gathering advocated in the current social work literature, the generally unrecognized
heuristic is the view of the researcher or his electronic agent as a
constant and the client and his world as the only object of study. While
this heuristic is valuable for certain purposes because it is designed to
enhance reproducibility, never to expand the system-environment
boundary to include the researcher-client relationship is to deprive
social work of much valuable data and an important corrective to the
bias inherent in the "experimental" heuristic. Because of social work's
historic emphasis on the person in his situation, it is particularly ironic
that more attention has not been paid to the psychosocial processes of
the investigator-client relationship-not, it should be emphasized, with
an eye to eliminating bias therefrom but for the purpose of gleaning
new and significant knowledge about social treatment or planning.
Practitioners are not inherently any more biased in their description of
treatment processes than are tape recorders or observers. Practitioners
and tape recorders introduce different biases, and for many evaluative
purposes, the bias accompanying electronic recording may be much
more detrimental to our understanding than that resulting from a
practitioner's reports.
Psychologists concerned with this issue have stressed the valuable
information that can be gained by treating clients as informants rather
than as uninformed subjects.109Martin Orne, an investigator who has
extensively studied subjects' conscious and unconscious attempts to
respond to what they perceive as the demands of the experimental
situation, concludes, "It never fails to amaze me that some colleagues
go to the trouble of inducing human subjects to participate in their
experiments and then squander the major difference between man
and animal-the ability to talk and reflect on experience."10
It should be clear that the belief that theories can easily be compared
because everyone is talking about the same data in the same language
cannot be universally assumed. Suppe shares the pessimism of the
weltanschauung philosophers about the possibility of assessing the
merits of competing theories: "The proponents of two competing
theories will be unable to agree on which facts the competing theories
must accommodate if they are to be adequate .... Which facts are
relevant to assessing the adequacy of a theory will be a function of
which aspects of the phenomena the theory describes and which questions it is committed to answering. It is perfectly conceivable that the
proponents of different competing theories may disagree on what sorts
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of questions ought to be answered by an adequate theory for a particular range of phenomena.""'

Conclusion
A crucial difference between the logical empiricists and contemporary
philosophers of science is that, while the former tried to reduce scientific problems and methodology to simplified and supposedly "safe"
proportions, the latter try to reduce inevitable bias by studying as many
aspects of a problem from as many vantage points as possible (by
comparing the work of different individuals, focusing on different
levels of abstraction or different environment-system boundaries, or
employing different theoretical models, etc.). If scientific objectivity is
inherently impossible, contemporary models, which attempt to account for biases in the context of recognizing and including complexities, seem obviously superior to the logical empiricist attempt to
solve epistemological problems by simply declaring much of the work
of practicing scientists unscientific. Blalock stresses that sociologists
must stop trying to eliminate bias and instead recognize that "the
essential point is not that assumptions can or should be avoided but that
they need to be made explicit. . . . Each measurement

strategy requires

the use of theoretical assumptions, only some of which can be tested."'12
This paper has described the extent to which social work and behavioral science authors who insist on accepting as truly scientific only
that research comprised of "hard" data, "objective" measurements,
operational definitions, and experimental (predictive) designs base
their prescriptions on logical empiricist assumptions and postulates.
The adoption of the logical empiricist view of science has had the grave
consequence of prohibiting researchers from studying many important questions, using much valuable data, and researching social interactions in all theircomplexities. If current alternatives to the logical
empiricist program are adopted, such as those being developed by
Mitroff, Salmon, Simon, Wimsatt, or the weltanschauung philosophers, social work and other behavioral science researchers will no
longer try to meet logical empiricist requirements for science by studying only those problems and theories which meet these requirements.
Rather, they will select research questions because of their importance
to the field and will determine appropriate data and methods of data
gathering not on the basis of unquestioned assumptions about "objectivity," but on their rational relation to the theory or problem under
study. Explanation will be recognized as having a separate function
from prediction, and criteria for prediction will not be applied to
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explanation. Therefore experimental (predictive) designs will not be
regarded as inherently superior and ex post facto designs as inherently inferior; rather, designs will be adapted to the theory or problem
in question, and the value of a design will be determined by whether it
provides a useful explanation of significant phenomena. Statistics will
be used to explain, not "prove," an event; therefore the test of whether
statistics are significant will not be high probability but "statistical
relevance"--whether a factor makes a difference in the probability that
an event will occur.
Furthermore, rather than prescribe a single acceptable methodology
in a quixotic attempt to eliminate bias, researchers will embrace different theories, methodologies, levels of focus (macro or micro), and kinds
of data and data gathering. This will reduce inevitable bias by rotating
the perspective on the system under investigation."13Finally, research
will be conceptualized descriptively and functionally rather than
normatively-it will adapt to relevant problems rather than dismember
them to fit notions of good research.
Because of its failure to promise bias-free results, this alternative to
the logical empiricist view may make some researchers uncomfortable.
In the face of the findings of the last two decades of the philosophy of
science, however, the desire to cling to logical empiricist theories and
methodology can be understood psychologically as the wish for a
certain, knowable world but should not be mistaken for proof that such
a world exists. Like physics, genetics, and mathematics, social work and
the other behavioral sciences must accept that reality cannot be perceived either directly or in its full complexity and, therefore, that
science represents our best efforts at solving important problems for
which there can be no guaranteed or permanent solutions. In
Margenau's words, "If the history of science teaches anything at all it is
that there are no eternal verities which man can grasp and hold
forever.""'14We must learn to live with and use rather than continue to
deny the complexities and ambiguities inherent in scientific activity.
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